
Rent flat 1+kk, 40 m2 - Pitterova, Praha 3
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«Home Real Estate» exclusively offers for rent a cozy apartment 1 + kk with an area of 40 m2 + 11 m2 large
terrace, located in the residential project Central Park in a quiet and popular area of Prague 3 - Zizkov.
Residence Central Park is located in a quiet area of the city and offers one of the best and most popular
options for accommodation in Prague. The complex of the residence is based on comfort and safety, the area
is secured by a reception and a camera system. Inside, residents will find a beautiful courtyard with greenery
and benches and a children's playground. From the yard there is a direct entrance to the individual parts of
the complex. Apartment layout: - Large living room with kitchenette is fully equipped with all furniture. - The
kitchen  is  equipped  with  a  kitchen  unit  with  electrical  appliances  (fridge,  freezer,  hob,  oven,  hood,
microwave). - The bathroom is equipped with a bath, toilet and sink. There is also a washing machine. - Large
chamber directly in the apartment, where there is a washing machine (which can be converted into a dressing
room according to requirements) Part of the apartment is also a hall with a chest of drawers. Quality floors
are laid everywhere - parquets and tiles. The apartment also includes: - the possibility of renting a parking
space in the underground garage. - large cellar approx. 6 m2 (for bicycles, skis, etc.) Excellent transport
accessibility to the center - within walking distance is a bus and tram stop Costing station Zizkov (trams:
26,9,10,11,16, bus 136), and also the Želivského metro station (line A). The large Flora Shopping Center is
within  walking  distance  of  the  residence.  Total  price:  CZK 15,000 + CZK 5,200 all  utilities  including
electricity. For more information and the possibility of a tour, contact the broker or fill out the form below.
Home Real Estate has had more than 650 satisfied customers since 2014.
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ID 29683
Offer Rental
Group 1+kk
Furnished Furnished
Location Pitterova 2855/7, Praha - Žižkov
Ownership Personal
Usable area 40 m2

Parking Yes
City Prague
District Praha 3
City district Žižkov
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